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Abstract
Providing unpredictable trajectories for patrol robots is essential when coping with adversaries. In
order to solve this problem we developed an effective approach based on the known protean behavior
of individual prey animals—random zig-zag movement. The proposed bio-inspired method
modiﬁes the normal robot’s path by incorporating sudden and irregular direction changes without
jeopardizing the robot’s mission. Such a tactic is aimed to confuse the enemy (e.g. a sniper), offering
less time to acquire and retain sight alignment and sight picture. This idea is implemented by
simulating a series of ﬁctive-temporary obstacles that will randomly appear in the robot’s ﬁeld of view,
deceiving the obstacle avoiding mechanism to react. The new general methodology is particularized
by using the Arnold’s cat map to obtain the timely random appearance and disappearance of the ﬁctive
obstacles. The viability of the proposed method is conﬁrmed through an extensive simulation case
study.

1. Introduction
In the living world, the concept of protean behavior, as
deﬁned by Humphries and Driver [1], covers any
unsystematic action that prevents prediction. Such a
behavior is the random zig-zag movement of a prey
animal aimed to confuse, to delay or to decrease the
efﬁciency of the predator’s reactions and is used by a
plethora of species, including spiny mice [2], whirligig
beetles [3], Thomson’s gazelles [4], grasshoppers [5],
etc. Individual protean ﬂeeing, considers the unsystematic zig-zag movements either as a mean to prevent
an attack or as an emergency response to a predator. In
the domain of mobile robots two methods reported
the use of protean behavior, both of them as an
emergency reaction to an enemy [6, 7]. Conversely, the
proposed method is, to the best of our knowledge, the
ﬁrst that uses the protean zig-zagging as a prevention
stratagem by transforming the robot’s path into a
misleading one without endangering the accomplishment of robot’s mission. Our approach is designed to
confuse the enemy by offering less time to acquire and
retain sight alignment and sight picture and is
particularly suitable for mobile robots performing
patrolling tasks in military theaters of operation.
© 2015 IOP Publishing Ltd

In the area of mobile robots, coping with adversaries was traditionally addressed from two basic perspectives: game theory and chaotization of the
robot’s path.
The game theory approaches use three types of
models to describe a patrolling mission (the models
related to the environment, to the robot itself and to
the adversaries) and tackle this problem by converting
it to typical pursuit-evasion games. Therefore, relevant
methods have been developed for diverse patrolling
settings including single [8, 9] or multi-robot patrolling [10, 11], when considering full or partial knowledge [12–14] about opponents. Despite their solid
theoretical basis, due to simplifying assumptions
and computational complexity, the game-theoretic
approaches are unlikely to be used for the time being
in complex real-life applications involving autonomous robots in dynamically unknown environments.
While the methods based on game theory mainly
refer to patrolling mobile robots that preserve an
environment from intrusions, the chaotization of
robot’s path approaches cover a larger set of patrolling
tasks classiﬁed by the type of objective under surveillance: area [15–19], perimeter [20] and points of interest [21, 22]. The focal point of these methods lies in the
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sensitivity to the initial conditions feature of chaotic
systems, also known as ‘the butterﬂy effect’, which
states that an opponent cannot predict the future position of a robot moving on a chaotic path. These methods involving the chaotic dynamics, are very much
task-related due to the speciﬁc chaotic system used in
the path’s chaotization. As a result, these methods are
not appropriate for autonomous robots performing
more than one type of task.
The method proposed in this paper originates from
the idea to transpose a known protean stratagem—the
randomly zig-zagging of individual prey animal under
threat—into a path planning algorithm. The implementation gravitates around our concept of ﬁctivetemporary obstacle (FTO). Such randomly-generated
obstacles are simulated to intentionally mislead the obstacle avoiding mechanism to react. Even though this novel
method is similar to the chaos-based approaches in the
sense that it randomizes the robot’s path, it confers a certain advantage: it is not task-related. Moreover, the novel
method can be efﬁciently implemented on autonomous
robots, needing minimal on-board available resources.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 is devoted to the problem formulation, providing also a preparatory analysis for its future solving.
Section 3 presents our concept of FTOs stating their
role inside our method. In section 4 we describe the
method, giving insights on how ﬁctive obstacles can
be efﬁciently generated using 2D Arnold’s cat map.
Section 5 offers an extensive simulation case study that
validates the performances of the proposed method in
workspaces with or without real obstacles (ROs).
Finally, in section 6, conclusions and ﬁnal remarks are
reported.

2. Problem statement
The proposed bio-inspired method for imparting unpredictability to a robot’s trajectory relies on the intrinsic
component of every mobile robot path planning system:
the obstacle avoidance algorithm. Based on this component, we developed a strategy that forces the robot to
overtake a sequence of ﬁctive and temporary obstacles,
simulating the zig-zag movements of individual prey
animals under threat. By this, the robot’s trajectory is
altered into a misleading path for enemy entities.
Problem formulation: Consider a mobile robot
endowed with onboard computation and sensing capabilities and an inﬁnite or bounded two-dimensional
workspace W Ì 2 in which this robot will evolve
accomplishing its predeﬁned task. This workspace
contains a set of n real and ﬁxed obstacles Oi, with
i=1.. n. The task is to alter the optimized trajectory to
cope with enemy entities, keeping the task accomplishment goal and using only onboard capabilities.
In our view, this problem can be solved using a
low-computational algorithm that can simulate ﬁctive
and temporary obstacles which suddenly appear in the
2

Figure 1. Lifetime duration of the FTO is affecting the path.

workspace. By avoiding these newly introduced obstacles, the path will become unpredictable for external
entities. Therefore, we will generate an inﬁnite time
ordered sequence of FTOs Fj with j=1, 2,K that will
unexpectedly come into the robot’s sight.
Due to the ephemeral character of newly introduced ﬁctive obstacles, the approach can be naturally
implemented in a synergy with sensor-based path
planning mechanisms, suitable for unknown environments (e.g. bug-like algorithms [23] including Bug0,
DistBug or TangentBug). If the mobile robot possess
sufﬁcient computational onboard resources to process
temporary maps, the method can be used in conjunction with global path planning mechanisms [24] (e.g.
Breadth-ﬁrst search, Dijkstra’s algorithm, A*, Potential Field, Cell Decomposition), too.
In order to exemplify the inﬂuence of ﬁctive obstacles upon the robot’s path, throughout this paper we
will consider a simple and efﬁcient obstacle avoiding
algorithm for unknown environments—TangentBug
[25, 26]. This algorithm uses information provided by
a ranging sensor to ﬁnd the shortest way to the goal
and, like other bug algorithms [23] require two types
of behavior: motion-to-goal when the robot moves on
a straight line until the goal is reached or an obstacle is
encountered; and boundary-following when the robot
circumnavigates an obstacle.

3. Fictive-temporary obstacles
The obstacles introduced by our biomimetic method
have two characteristics: ﬁctive in the sense that they
are simulated for cheating the obstacle avoiding
mechanism to react even though they are not present
in the real environment, and ephemeral in the sense
that they are active in the robot’s ‘mind’ only for a
short-term period. Besides the fact that the obstacles’
appearances cannot be predicted by external entities,
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temporarily covered by a ﬁctive obstacle, the path’s
shape is inﬂuenced by the time moment when this
obstacle stops being active (ﬁgure 2).
As already mentioned, the ﬁctive obstacle may
appear in front of the robot anywhere in the workspace, sometimes being superposed totally (has no
effect on the robot’s path) or partially with a RO. This
last situation is exempliﬁed in ﬁgure 3, where the robot
starting from (1.5, 0.5) is heading toward the goal
point (1.5, 7). If the only obstacle encountered is the
real one (the triangular obstacle) the path will follow
the dashed line, while in the case that a ﬁctive square
obstacle is generated, it has to be circumnavigated, so
the solid line will be pursued. In this case the robot has
to pass a compound obstacle (CO) represented by the
union of the two shapes:
CO = Oi

Figure 2. FTO is temporarily covering a waypoint.

the unpredictability is further enhanced by their
ephemerality that brings a set of advantages to the
generality of our method:
(a) Once appeared in a place, a ﬁctive obstacle will not
be encountered again if the robot will return to the
same location;
(b) The shape of the robot’s path is affected by the time
ﬁctive obstacle is active; Each ﬁctive obstacle has a
limited life period denoted by ta. For obstacles
having exactly the same shape and dimension, this
limited period when they are active in the workspace may generate different paths. For example we
considered that the robot’s path starts from the
point having the coordinates (0.1, 4) and is heading
toward the goal position (7.4, 4). If a square ﬁctive
obstacle with vertices at (2, 2), (2, 6), (6, 2) and (6,
6) appears in front of the mobile robot (ﬁgure 1),
the path will be affected by the life period ta as
follows: for ta < te the robot didn’t pass the entire
obstacle when the obstacle disappears, while for
ta  te (most right path) the robot will pass the
entire obstacle.
(c) The ﬁctive obstacle can appear in any location of
the robot’s workspace, even to cover the waypoint
that needs to be touched (ﬁgure 2) or to be
superposed totally or partially with a RO (ﬁgure 3).
Figure 2 presents the situation in which the robot,
starting from the location with coordinates (0.1, 4.0)
and heading towards the goal point (4, 4), encounters a
ﬁctive obstacle (a square with vertices at (2, 2), (2, 6),
(6, 2) and (6, 6)) that covers the position of the goal.
Due to the fact that the obstacle is temporary, the
obstacle will be circumnavigated by the robot until it
disappears and after that, when the direct trajectory to
the goal will be available, the robot will head towards
the waypoint. Therefore, when the goal point is
3

È Fj ,

(1)

where Oi is a RO and Fj is a FTO.

4. Proposed methodology
Our methodology uses the obstacle avoidance
mechanism to generate unpredictable paths for mobile
robots. This mechanism is triggered either when a RO
is encountered or by an algorithm that simulates a
ﬁctive obstacle. Figure 4 presents the block diagram
for implementing the proposed method. Besides the
two modules included in every mobile robot structure
(obstacle sensing module and obstacle avoiding
mechanism), our method introduces two other modules: a FTO generator and an interface block.
The FTO generator is the core part of our strategy,
having the role to provide a simulated signal that forces the interaction between mobile robot and a set of
carefully constructed ﬁctive obstacles. This module
will be thoroughly described and analyzed in the second part of the section.
The interface block combines the output signals
provided by FTO generator and obstacle sensing modules in order to activate or deactivate the obstacle avoiding mechanism. From the functional point of view this
module implements, in a broad-sense, a logic-OR
operation forcing the obstacle avoiding mechanism to
react when either a real or a FTO is encountered.
4.1. Generating ﬁctive obstacles
The new module designed to simulate the ﬁctive
obstacles must effectively interrelate with other parts
of the robotic system, especially with the obstacle
avoidance mechanism. In order to describe a ﬁctive
obstacle we will start from a reasonable assumption
that the obstacle avoiding mechanism reacts when the
RO is in the robot’s ﬁeld of view within a given range
[dmin, dmax], and stops reacting when the obstacle
leaves this zone. Accordingly, we will generate ﬁctive
obstacles characterized by two parameters (ﬁgure 5):
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Figure 3. Partial superposition of a real and a ﬁctive obstacles.

Figure 4. Functional block diagram of the proposed method.

Figure 5. Time diagram of succession of FTOs.

4
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(a) The moment in time when the ﬁctive obstacle Fj
appears in the ﬁeld of view (appearance-time)—it
is described by the parameter ts,j which represents
the time interval from the moment the previous
ﬁctive obstacle Fj−1 became inactive to the moment
Fj becomes active;
(b) The time duration (active-time) ta,j when a ﬁctive
obstacle Fj is active inside the ﬁeld of view;
As can be seen, the geometry of the obstacle is not
essential for the proposed method, this attribute being
eclipsed by the two mentioned parameters: the
moments in time when the obstacle avoidance
mechanism is activated or deactivated. Moreover, an
explicit description of the FTO, which includes two
spatially related components (location and geometry
of the obstacle) and two temporal-related components
(the moments in time when the obstacle appears and
disappears from the workspace) is inappropriate
because it forces the robot to memorize and process
temporary maps of the environment, which requires
high computational on-board power.
If we want to give a spatial description of the FTOs
we generate, this description will be very much related
with the robot’s sensor type and the obstacle avoidance mechanism. For example if the robot, moving
with the average speed v, uses a ranging sensor and the
TangentBug obstacle avoidance algorithm, a ﬁctive
obstacle Fj may be envisioned as a very-thin rectangle
with its center located on the direction of movement,
and with the length being computed as l j = 2 ⋅ v ⋅ ta, j
to ensure that it may be overtaken after ta, j if the robot
tries going either to the left or to the right.
Knowing the active-times and appearance-times for
previously generated ﬁctive obstacles, we can compute
the appearance-time of each obstacle Fj relative to the
robot’s starting moment using the following formula:
ts, j = ts, j +

j-1

å ( ts, k + t a , k ) .

(2)

k=1

At each moment in time the workspace will be
populated with n ROs and not more than one ﬁctive
obstacle. Thus, the total number N(t) of obstacles at a
given moment in time t will be:
⎧
⎡
⎪ n if t Î ⎣ 0, ts,1 È
⎪
⎪
ts,1 + ta,1, ts,2 È ¼È
N (t ) = ⎨
⎪
ts, j + ta, j , ts, j + 1 È ¼
⎪
⎪
⎩ n + 1 otherwise

)

(
(

)

(3)

)

Our ﬁctive obstacles are generated in such a manner
to appear random for external observers. Thus, we have
to generate two sequences of random-looking variables
(ts, i Î (ts min, ts max ) and ta, i Î (ta min, ta max ) ). In
practice two ways can be followed to generate such
sequences: to use a random number generator or a
chaotic dynamic system.
5

Random numbers can be generated on numerical
devices using two different approaches [27]:
(a) True random number generators which capture
randomness from physical phenomena (e.g. atmospheric noise) and introduce it in the computer
program; and
(b) Pseudo-random number generators , where the
random feature characterized by non-determinism
and aperiodicity is totally lost, providing instead
deterministic and periodic sequences that have a
certain distribution function (uniform or normal
distributions are typically used).
Chaotic systems are by deﬁnition deterministic
systems [28], where the random-looking sequences
are obtained using mathematical models. In this case
the source of unpredictability is considered to be their
‘sensitivity to initial conditions’ feature, which states
that tiny differences in initial conditions can lead to
huge differences between corresponding future states
of the system.
There are two requirements that we imposed to
bring a higher level of efﬁciency to our method. First of
all we want the mechanism to be deterministic. This
feature will ensure that ally entities (e.g. other robots
constituting a team or the superior level observer),
having full knowledge about the robot, can recompute
the robot’s path and use this information in their decision making process. On the other side we need a
mechanism which can be efﬁciently implemented on
resource-constrained devices (robot has to preserve its
long-term autonomy) and moreover, that inﬁnitesimal errors in knowing the parameters to lead to huge
errors in predicting the robot’s location. Combining
the two criteria we decided to implement our method
using chaotic system.
Our ﬁctive obstacles are generated in such a manner
to appear random for external observers using chaotic
dynamics. Thus, we have to generate two sequences of
random-looking variables (ts, i Î (ts min, ts max ) and
ta, i Î (ta min, ta max ) ). The use of chaotic dynamics to
generate the time parameters for the FTOs offers a vast
range of options. In the following paragraphs we propose an efﬁcient solution based on the dynamics of a
hyperbolic toral automorphism—2D Arnold cat map
[29]. This simple discrete map is given by the following
transformation:
⎡ x j ⎤ ⎡ 1 1 ⎤ ⎡ x j - 1⎤
⎢ y ⎥ = ⎢⎣ 1 2⎥⎦ ⎢ y ⎥ mod 1,
⎣ j⎦
⎣ j-1 ⎦

(4)

where the use of modulo-1 operator (mod1) restricts
the two state variables xj and yj to the interval [0, 1).
The map (4) has an evident chaotic behavior in
R2Z2 [30], the Lyapunov exponents being l1=
log (0.5 ⋅ (3 + 5 )) > 0 and l2 = log (0.5 ⋅ (35 )) < 0. Since the determinant of its linear part is 1,
the map (4) is invertible and area-preserving [31].
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Figure 6. Afﬁne transformation Λ from variables xj, yj to ts,j and ta,j.

Starting with non-integer initial values for the state
variables, we can generate two independent pseudorandom sequences xj and yj inside the interval (0, 1).
To obtain the needed sequences ts, j , ta, j that characterize the series of ﬁctive obstacles Fj, we have to
adapt each of the two pseudo-random variables xj and
yj to ﬁt into (ts min, ts max ) and (ta min, ta max ), respectively (ﬁgure 6). This is done using a combined afﬁne
transformation (scaling and translation) Λ, described
by:
⎧t = t
s max - ts min ⋅ x j + ts min ,
⎪ s, j
⎨
⎪
⎩ ta, j = ta max - ta min ⋅ yj + ta min .

(
(

)
)

(5)

Thus, at each iteration of the Arnold map (4), we will
obtain the time-parameters ts, j and ta, j for a new FTO
using (5).
For an efﬁcient onboard implementation, four
values must be memorized by the autonomous
robot before starting its mission: ts min, ta min,
(ts max - ts min ) and (ta max - ta min ). In this case the
number of necessary operations is extremely low, only
four additions and three multiplications being
required to simulate the FTOs based on formulas (4)
and (5).
4.2. Methodology implementation
Using the ﬁctive obstacle generating method presented
above, we can conﬁgure the robot motion algorithm as
presented in the following pseudocode:
start moving;
while(1)
{
WP=generate_new_waypoint();
while (waypoint is not reached)

6

{
move_toward_waypoint(WP);
(ts, ta)=generate_ﬁctive_obstacle():
start_timer();
while(1)
{
if ((ts<=timer<=ta AND ﬁctive_obstacle is still in the way) OR (real_obstacle is still in
the way)
obstacle_avoidance();
if(timer>ts+ta)
break;
}
}
}
Our algorithm considers a general case in which
the robot’s path is described by a sequence of waypoints computed by the generate_new_waypoint()
function. The ﬁctive obstacles, speciﬁed by the two
mentioned time parameters (starting time ts and
active time ta), are generated using generate_ﬁctive_obstacle() when the robot starts moving
or when the previous ﬁctive obstacle becomes inactive. The robot is moving in a straight line toward the
waypoint (function move_toward_waypoint(WP))
until it encounters either a RO or an active ﬁctive
obstacle. In the circumstance that an obstacle is
blocking the line to the waypoint, the obstacle avoidance algorithm (function obstacle_avoidance()) is
triggered. Immediately after the obstacle is passed,
the robot rejoins the linear path towards the
waypoint.
The method is exempliﬁed by the simulation case
study depicted in the following section.
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Figure 7. Impact of FTOs above robot’s path (1 lap).

5. Case study
In order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed
method an extensive simulation case study has been
performed. For this, we conﬁgured a 144 square
meters (12 m×12 m) workspace where a mobile
robot, equipped with a distance sensor having a 0.5 m
range, is moving with a constant speed of 0.25 m s−1.
The robot pursues a square contour described by four
waypoints placed in the vertices, having the following
coordinates: (1, 1), (1, 11), (11, 11) and (11, 1). We also
considered that the robot is using a suitable bug-like
obstacle avoiding mechanism—TangentBug [25]. The
ﬁrst scenario presents a workspace free of ROs, while
the second one considers some ROs that must be
avoided.

When engaged in a patrol mission along the chosen square boundary, the robot will accomplish different paths on each loop. The chosen square contour
(dotted line) and the trajectory of the robot for three
consecutive laps are presented in ﬁgure 8.
In order to estimate the trajectory’s unpredictability inserted by the method, we deﬁne two basic
metrics that cover the temporal and spatial aspects:
(a) The mean time between FTO’s, denoted by
MTBFTO, measures the average time to a new
sudden direction-change. In our case, when the
two temporal variables are generated using
Arnold’s cat map which produces uniform pseudorandom sequences [32], this metric can be
computed using the following formula:
MTBFTO =

5.1. Workspace without ROs
In adversarial conditions, pursuing the direct line
between two successive waypoints offers the adversary
enough time to attain and keep the sight alignment,
practically endangering the robot’s task accomplishment. If the trajectory includes sudden and random
direction-changes, as the ones induced by our FTOs,
opponent’s mission becomes much more difﬁcult.
Figure 7 presents the robot’s path and the set of
FTOs encountered by the robot on its ﬁrst lap. These
FTOs, used by the proposed method to impart unpredictability to robot’s trajectory, were generated using
the formulas (4) and (5) with initial values x 0 = 0.18
and y0 = 0.35 and considering the appearance time
(ts ) and the active time (ta ) being in the ranges
2.0–20.0 and 0.3–2.5 s, respectively.
7

(t

s max

) (

- ts min + ta max - ta min
2

).
(6)

(b) The root mean square deviation (RMSD) computed in a given point P (xP , yP ) of the normal path
(path without FTOs), characterizes the spreading
of the path’s laps in that speciﬁc point and is
described by the formula:
RMSD (P ) =

1 n
åd Pi, P
n i=1

(

2

),

(7)

where d (Pi, P ) is the distance between the point of a
path’s lap and the point P, in cross-section. We can
choose any arbitrary point on the square contour
described by the four waypoints to calculate this
metric, except the waypoints where RMSD (P ) will be
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Figure 8. Impact of FTOs above robot’s path (3 laps).

Table 1. Chosen temporal FTOs’ parameters and corresponding metrics’ values.
Case no.

ts min (s)

ts max (s)

ta min (s)

ta max (s)

MTBFTO (s)

RMSD(P(4, 1)) (m)

2
0
0
0
2
0
0
0

20
15
10
7
20
15
10
7

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
5
5
5
5

10.1
8.6
6.1
4.6
11.35
9.85
7.35
5.85

0.65
0.69
0.72
0.74
0.81
0.85
0.88
0.90

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

equal to zero (at each lap, the path must touch the
waypoints).
If we choose the boundary point P, in which the
metric will be estimated, along one of the two horizontal edges of the contour (the cross-section being
characterized by x i = x p, for every index i), then (7)
can be rewritten in a simpliﬁed form as:
RMSD (P ) =

1 n
å y - yp
n i=1 i

(

2

).

(8)

Table 1, presents these two metrics for different
ranges of appearance time (ts Î (ts max - ts min )) and
active time (ta Î (ta max - ta min )), RMSD (P ) being
computed based on 40 consecutive laps in the point P
having the coordinates xP = 4 and yP = 1.
5.2. Workspace with ROs
If the workspace contains ROs, the robot’s path can
also be transformed into a misleading trajectory using
our proposed method. In this situation, the obstacle
avoidance algorithm is activated either by FTOs or
ROs, a common situation being the one already
presented in section 3 (ﬁgure 3) where a FTO can be
8

superposed, totally or partially, with a RO. Figure 9
describes such a path showing the encountered FTOs,
too. To perceive the trajectory’s unpredictability, in
ﬁgure 10 we present three consecutive laps of the
mobile robot operating in this environment.

6. Conclusions
The paper described a novel bio-inspired solution to
obtain misleading and unpredictable paths for mobile
robots evolving in environments with adversaries
while preserving their predeﬁned tasks. The kernel of
our method lies in the new concept of FTOs that
randomly appear in the robot’s ﬁeld of view. Such
simulated obstacles can be generated in an efﬁcient
manner using the Arnold’s cat map with onboard
existing resources making the method feasible for
autonomous robots. By simulating an inﬁnite series of
FTOs the robot’s trajectory will be altered, the path
seen by an adversary being similar to the one of an
individual pray animal under threat.
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Figure 9. Impact of FTOs above robot’s path in a workspace with real obstacles (1 lap).

Figure 10. Impact of FTOs above robot’s path in a workspace with real obstacles (3 laps).
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